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ABSTRACT
There are many attempts to bridge paper digital gap, new artifacts and tools are being
delivered continuously. Many of these artifacts work with paper and cooperate with other
artifacts. Despite the fact that these artifacts are good enough to perform their work, they
tend to be dull in exchanging data and cooperating with other artifacts. This causes a
problem especially when artifact cooperation is essential. In order to solve this we need to
have a standard to present the data used in the artifacts and facilitate communication among
artifacts. Paper Digital Classes is a new standard that aims at providing a standard
implementation of the artifacts in matters of data exchange and interoperability.
Keywords: Standard, Interoperability, Paper, Ubiquitous Computing, CSCW.
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CHAPTER 1: DOCUMENTS AND ARTIFACTS
1.1

Introduction

This is a master thesis for the Ubiquitous Computing program at Blekinge Institute of
Technology. This thesis is concerned with artifacts that work with paper and digital
documents and the way they can communicate and cooperate. Since current artifacts are not
designed to work together. They usually do not follow a standard and they are unable to
exchange data and cooperate with other artifacts. This requires a serious consideration for
having a standard in this growing and promising area. In this thesis I discuss the need of the
standard and I deliver a new standard for the artifacts. I call this standard PDC (Paper Digital
Classes) and I introduce it as a contribution to the CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative
Work).
In general, Ubiquitous Computing aims at connecting computers in environment. This is
done in a way that makes computers invisible for users’ focus, in order to support everyday
activities. Current computing devices dont fully support cooperation with each other. And
users experience extra overhead when connecting computers and making use of several
computers at the same time. This tempt to dilute the activities since the users have to be put
focus on using technology instead of focusing on the activities. Beside that, everyday
activities include many non-digital artifacts, as paper. And due to the incompatibility
between paper and digital media, The situation becomes more complicated. And each artifact
has to work with paper and digital artifacts. The incompatibility and the restricted
cooperation places more limitation on the support of everyday activities.
Many researchers participated in bridging the divide between paper and digital domains.
They have introduced some interesting artifacts. These artifacts could recognize both the
paper and digital documents and perform operations on them. This was quite a good step.
Nevertheless the way the artifacts were designed introduced new problems with data
exchange and cooperation. Each artifact is usually neither able to cooperate with other
artifact nor to share data with them.
The users often need to use information from several artifacts at the same time. They
have to spend extra time to use this data because the artifacts are not designed to cooperate
with other artifacts
Data exchange and cooperation can be improved if we have standard representations for
data and for artifacts’ communication. This has motivated me to build a standard for
coperation and data exchange in artifacts. The aim of this standard is to facilitate a clear
structure for documents. A structure that is suitable for both paper and digital documents.
And this structure is based on object oriented approach, in order to provide high level of
interoperability between artifacts.
Later in the text I discuss the emergence of this standard and show details specification
of it. As well I present the implementation of a few systems that are using this standard.
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1.2

Documents, Settings and Artifacts

1.2.1

Paper documents

Paper is a very old and outstanding artifact, it has been there for thousands of years [1].
Almost everyone knows paper and deal with it on daily basis. It is involved in most human
everyday activities and it also has a noticeable impact on the interaction between human and
the physical world. Nevertheless paper has some problems. Paper can consume a large
amount of a company’s budget, not only had it production cost but also delivery,
distribution, processing, filing, storing and recycling [2]. In the US, business spends about
1billion dollars a year designing and printing forms, 25-35 billion filing and storing, and 6575 billion maintaining, updating and distribution[3][2]. On the other hand, digital documents
are estimated to take anywhere from 20-25% to produce than paper books [2].
Harper and Sellen have done a study at IMF (International Monetary Fund) to diagnose
what type of documents people read. They reported that paper-based reading accounted 85%
of people’s total document-related activity time. Online-based reading accounted 13% of the
total time. And the remaining 2% of time involved in reading from projected slides, which
were classified separately [2].
Below I discuss paper documents and mention some problems and advantages of papers.

1.2.2

Problems with paper

The interaction problem
Paper is an artifact that is used in most of everyday activities
and it has a noticeable impact on these activities. Because of its
very nature, there are things you can do with it, and things you
cannot. Paper places limits on how it can be used. Paper must
be used in same place and cannot, without supporting
technology, be remotely accessed. Paper occupies physical
space for use and storage, vast amounts of paper require vast
amount of storage space. A single paper document can be used
by only one person at a time and it is limited in supporting
many-persons interactions. Paper documents cannot be easily
revised, reformatted and incorporated into other documents.
Paper documents cannot be easily replicated. They can be only
used for displaying static and visual marking, and cannot
display moving images or play sounds without technology
assistance.
On contrast, electronic documents do not require physical
delivery and they can be transmitted rather than carried. The
space required for electronic documents is not more than the
space occupied by a computer. With digital media one can
create multimedia documents, mixture of text, scenes, moving
images and sounds [2].

Figure 1: paper occupies physical placement
and can condense in huge amounts

The Cost Problem
Paper can consume a large amount of a company’s budget. Not only had it production cost
but also delivery, distribution, processing, filing, storing and recycling [2]. In the US,
business spends about 1billion dollars a year designing and printing forms, 25-35 billion
filing and storing, and 65-75 billion maintaining, updating and distribution[3][2]. The digital
documents are estimated to take anywhere from 20-25% to produce than paper books [2].
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1.2.3

Advantages of paper

Tangibility
Tangibility refers to the physical properties of the paper sheet or stack of papers. Paper can
be held, moved, rotated, folded, etc. Moving paper documents in the space improves
legibility [4] to adjust perspective or gain objective distance [5] and to ease and speed up
handwriting. [6] The physical nature of the paper offers effortless navigation [7]. When
reading a paper book one can look at the previous page and compare it with the current page.
Group of people can use the same sheet of paper at the same time. They can share it and
pass it easily among each others. Paper generates awareness about other’s work and at-aglance look can show many details about workers and work itself.
On the other hand, in the case of the digital document, the lack of the tangibility is
crucial.
Multiple Displays
Reading often involves using several documents, each with their own display [8]. Multiple
displays support is a natural thing with paper. People often place two papers, side by side, to
compare two documents or link information.
Ability to use multiple displays,
in an easy way, can lead to a rich
interaction with paper. One example
is group discussion, when having
papers on a desktop. The paper on
top of other papers is, usually, more
related to the current topic of
discussion. And uncovering a
covered paper can refer to taking a
document from the discussion’s
background to the discussion’s
foreground.
Paper, theoretically, provides an
unlimited number of physical
displays. On the other hand with
digital documents, multiple-displays
support is harder, more expensive and
Figure 2: Paper supports multiple displays
inconvenient [7].
Free-form ink annotation
Free-form ink annotation refers to the
ease of marking on paper. Annotation
with a pen requires little cognitive
overhead compared to annotation with
mouse.
Annotation is an important part of
active reading. Yet it tends to be
difficult online with e-documents. [7][8]

1.3

Figure 3:
With paper one
can write custom
comments almost
anywhere on the
page

Paper-Digital gap

It is clear that there is a gap between paper and digital documents. While paper documents
can provide high level of mobility they can be accessed only in one place. Paper allows rich
navigation but this navigation is restricted. While physical documents can provide
information about page number, they can not provide any information about words location.
At a glance look at the document heft can give rough information about the page number, but
words are just placed on the sheet of paper without any presentation of their locations.
6

Paper documents can be placed side by side, a group of documents can be arranged on a
table to show extra information about workers collaboration. On the other hand, the digital
documents are not as rich as paper in supporting mobility, navigation and multiple displays.
Despite that digital documents can be easily shared, replicated and accessed from abroad.
With a single click a word can be translated or fetched.
Reading from computer is rather limited, it is one-handed action, it is performed serially
which results in slow text navigating. Annotating a digital document is complicated and
requires cognitive overhead. All this might make the reader loose reading context.

1.4

Existing Artifacts

There are many attempts to bridge the paper-digital-gap. Most of the attempts are concerned
with having rich and tangible reading experience that is facilitated by digital features.
Digital Desk is a pioneer attempt to connect physical and digital domains. In Digital
Desk, Wellner points out the gap between electronic desktop and physical desk from the
users’ perspective. He also points out the lack of some properties for both electronic and
paper documents. As well he talks about imitation of physical desk and he goes against
imitation. Instead of imitating one desktop by another Wellner prefers merging the two
desktops into one.
The system of Wellner is a desk with a computer-controlled camera and a projector. The
camera detects location of user’s fingers and recognizes portions of documents that are
placed on the desk. Later the system performs some operations on the input data and the
projector displays the feedback as virtual objects onto the desk surface. By this work Wellner
achieves his goal of adding electronic features to physical paper, and adding physical
features to electronic documents. Wellner introduces a calculator as a prototype of the
Digital Desk. With this calculator the one can use computer to perform some calculations on
the physical desk using fingers. Not to forget to mention that DigitalDesk allows direct
manipulation with bare finger, instead of manipulation with mouse. [9]

Figure 4: DigitalDesk prototype
Intelligent Paper is a proposal for bridging the gap between physical and digital domains.
Intelligent Paper is made up of three elements; “support”, “input device” and
“communication infrastructure”. “Support” is done for each sheet of paper by using a unique
code to characterize it uniquely among all pages world-wide. “Input device” is a pointer that
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is used for reading the location of a pointer on the paper document. And “communication
infrastructure” works on pairing the pointer location with the page identifier. [10]

Figure 5: An illustration of intelligent paper
The EnhancedDesk integrates paper and digital information on desk, it uses some cameras to
perform finger and hand tracking. The system provides users with direct manipulation of
digital information by using the users’ bare hands and fingers, and this allows more natural
and more intuitive interaction. The system attempts to show how effective the integration of
paper and digital information is, and how natural and intuitive direct manipulation of digital
information with users’ hands and fingers is. [11]

Figure 6: The EnhancedDesk treats paper
and digital documents in the same way

Figure 7: It also supports interaction with
bare fingers

In “The Missing Link”, Mackay and his group argue that we should seriously reconsider the
urge of replacing all paper documents with online ones. He also points out that the research
focuses on developing the technology itself, rather than seeking to understand these
technologies from the perspective of the user. Mackay and his group at Xerox EuroPARC
use interactive paper that has visible marks and barcodes to connect physical and digital
documents. They introduce four projects as prototypes of their interactive paper. These
projects are covering range of real settings. [12]
Despite the fact that Mackay’s work is just an implementation of already existing projects,
there work is important, because it is tightly connected to the real settings, and its design is
based on concurrent ethnography and quick and dirty ethnography.
8

Figure 8: The Missing Link prototype of
electronic flight strips
In Paper++, Luff and his group attempt to bridge paper digital gap by modifying paper
characteristics. They use paper with a printed pattern, of Anoto technology, to interlink paper
and digital resources. They also use a cross-media link server “iServer” to share and manage
information. [13]

Figure 9: An implementation of paper++ prototype in the Natural History Museum in
London
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1.5

Problems with current attempts:

1.5.1

No standard implementation for data:

What is meant with “data” is the the documents and the information that are used inside the
artifacts. This data can be documents, portions of documents or any other information used
for saving runtime information.
Each artifact handles data in a different way. Some artifacts use unstructured data that is
just serial information. Other artifact use structured data that is represented with object
oriented notation.
The structured data can be just plain classes that hold data or can be self-defined data
that is using a standard, as XML, to define relations between objects. Usually, the data that is
represented with a standard has no implementation for the objects in the document as, sheets,
layers etc. Very few systems consider these concepts in their artifacts. And therefore the
artifacts treat documents without recognizing their contents. As a result if a line in a
document was changed the artifact has to copy the whole document because it has no
representation for the line of text inside the document.

Figure 10: Classification data in matter of structured data and object representation
For an artifact to be assumed following data-representation-standard it should have
structured and self-defined data that has a representation for objects in documents.
One can wonder if there was any risk of not having standard representation of objects! Is
it really important to invest time in making a standard? To answer this question it is
important to mention that the problems with no standardization may appear later, if they do
not exist now. Lack of standard with artifacts may lead to products that do not work together
properly or do not work together at all.
The electricity plug is one clear example, it is different from place to another, and one
may need to have group of converters to be able to use electricity in different countries. The
following figure shows some different variants of the electricity plug. [14]
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Figure 11: There are many types of the electricity plug and it is hard to have a standard for

1.5.2
Lackeach
of kind
interoperability:
them because
is widely used.

Interoperability is the ability of software and hardware from different vendors to share data.
Considering this definition we see that the mentioned artifacts lack interoperability.
But what does the lack of interoperability means? To explain this lets take the example
of a computer with a mouse as a pointing device. The computer and the mouse are two
different systems, they have different hardware and software/firmware and they are usually
delivered by different vendors. Nevertheless the computer and the mouse work together as if
they were one system. The same cases applies to networked computers, one can access files
on a remote machine in the same way they do when they access files on her machine.

Figure 12: files on local and remote locations can be accessed in the same way
The ability for the computer to cooperate with the mouse anytime, and the ability of the user
to access local and remote files in the same way, are results of the interoperability between
systems.
The case is different with artifacts as Paper++ and EnhancedDesk. While each one of
these systems can work and manipulate data independently, they are not able to
communicate with each others and share data. Even if they were working on the same
document they do not even recognize each others. This is happening due to the lack of
interoperability between systems.
Later in this document I will talk more about interoperability and levels of
interoperability.
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1.5.3

No recognition for other systems:

The lack of standard and interoperability is crusial. The artifacts, that lack a standard, usually
do not recognize other artifacts working in the same setting or even on the same document.
This can cause many problems or at least can decrease the performance of the artifacts
radically. To get to the point, think about an artifact that works with a digital document and
keeps referring to it. And another artifact has requested deletion of this document. In this
case the first artifact will face a data loss and /or a conflict with the other artifact. This data
loss is not the real problem, the real problem is the conflict that is caused by unrecognizing
other artifacts.
This can be extended when the artifacts store double copies of documents, or when they
double process some information. It is clear that standard and interoperability can save time
and resources and can allow artifacts to perform better when they work together.
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1.6

Interoperability: Several artifacts working together

1.6.1

Interoperability, what does it mean?

Interoperability is the “the ability of software and hardware on different machines from
different vendors to share data”. [15]
Another definition for interoperability is provided by UKOLN. Interoperability can be
regarded as the ongoing process of ensuring that the systems, procedures and culture of an
organization are managed in such a way as to maximize opportunities for exchange and
reuse of information. [16]
In healthcare, interoperability is the ability of different information technology systems
and software applications to communicate, to exchange data accurately, effectively, and
consistently, and to use the information that has been exchanged. [17]
The concept of interoperability in CSCW is not much different. It is the ability of
artifacts to exchange data and cooperate together. In general, the artifact that can share data
and cooperate is called an interoperable artifact.
Interoperability meets the outstanding interest of Ubiquitous Computing of connecting
artifacts in the environment and allowing them to work as if they were one artifact.
Data exchange has four levels, and these levels are classified based on the amount and
way of information exchange and cooperation. Two of these levels are not included in
interoperability and the other two are included in the interoperability concept. I talk about
these levels in detail below.

1.6.2

Levels of data exchange with relation to the interoperability

Level 1: Non-electronic data
In this level the artifacts do not exchange electronic data, and instead artifacts use paper
documents or persons’ contact. I will mention one example about Sarah. She want’s to fly
from Stockholm to Cairo, and she uses the internet to book her ticket. She found a good offer
and the time suites her schedule so she books this flight. Lena works at the flight agency,
Lena gets Sarah’s reservation and issues a ticket for her. Later Lena sends the ticket to Sarah
via post mail. A few days later Sarah receives her flight ticket and she saves it till the flight
day. On that day she goes to the airport and checks-in using her ticket. Her ticket has a
magnetic strip which allows her to place the ticket in the check-in machine so she can
activate her boarding pass. At this time the airport system makes the status of Sarah as
checked-in. Later she moves to the gate and takes her flight.
In this example there are different ways of data exchange. What is special here is
paper delivery of the ticket, it is considered as a data exchange between the flight agency and
the airport system through Sarah.

Figure 13: Sarah books her flight ticket on the internet, the agency receives Sarah’s booking and sends
her paper tickets via mail.
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Level 2: Machine transportable data
This level is very much similar to Level 1 but it includes a machine that is used for
transporting the data. This machine could be a fax or even a computer that is used for
sending an email or unstructured data. This can presented with a little modification for the
example of booking flight ticket.. When Sarah has placed her reservation the flight agency
sent her tickets via fax. So Sarah received the tickets and uses the reference number to get
her paper tickets from the self check-in machine.
Here the fax was used for sending data but the fax itself does not recognize and can not
manipulate this data.

Figure 14: Sarah books her ticket via internet and the agency sends her ticket using Fax machine.
Level 3: Machine organized data
In this level data is composed of structured messages but the content is not structured, an
example of this is HTML web pages. They contain information and their text is formatted,
but their content is not structured and mostly meaningless for computer. If a webpage has a
telephone number the computer can not recognize it is a phone number.
This level is called “low interoperability” in which the data can be used by the human.
But for the most part of documents data can not be used by machines for automated
operations. This level includes almost all kinds of digital documents; Word Documents,
PDF, HTML, etc.
Level 4: Interoperable data
In this level data has structured content and it is self-defined. Also data can be used for
automated operations as each piece of data has a meaning for the computer. Usually there is
a standard that specifies the data objects, XML is a famous language for content structuring.
With XML the computer can store documents that have tags to specify their content, and by
this the computer can recognize document content and use them. E.g. phone number can be
stored like this
<PhoneNumber>
+46-734 087 967
</PhoneNumber>
Figure 15: storing phone numbers using XML tags
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By this any computing device can recognize phone numbers and can use them for calling via
computer for example. It is important to note that handling such kind of data should be done
through a standard that defines the meaning and the use of tags in XML.

1.6.3

Interoperability and standardization

To use the interoperable data, artifacts have to use a standard for data representation.
Referring to the phone number example, if an artifact uses the tag <Number> to store phone
numbers and another artifact uses <PhoneNumber> to store phone numbers, then there will
be a mismatch and both artifacts will not be able to recognize each others’ data.
<TelephoneNumber>
+46-734 087 967
</TelephoneNumber>

≠

<PhoneNumber>
+46-734 087 967
</PhoneNumber>

Figure 16: the same kind of information can be stored using different tags
and this affects the compatibility among artifacts
To solve this, there should be a standard for data representation so all artifacts can use this
standard to recognize the structured data. This standard has to be based on the structure of
the documents that are manipulated by the artifacts. The standard has also to take in
consideration working with digital and tangible documents. The standard includes relating
documents to synchronize their contents, and provides detailed structure of the document.
This allows the artifact to recognize detailed parts of documents, and update documents on
the level of these objects, instead of updating the whole document at once.
In the next chapter I introduce a new standard for providing a structured data. This
standard is to be used by artifacts that work with paper and digital documents.
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2

CHAPTER 2 : PDC (PAPER DIGITAL CLASSES)
SPECIFICATIONS

In this chapter I introduce the Paper Digital Classes standard. I start with a general hierarchy
of the PDC and I go with each object in details. Each object in the PDC is presented using
EXPRESS Definition Language which is common to express classes.
The following figure shows the main hierarchy of the PDC 1.0 standard:

Figure 17: PDC Hierarchy

2.1

PDC Entities

2.1.1

Setting:

The setting is a reading setting that contains the documents, artifacts and the users or readers.
The setting is the place where the interaction between the user, on one side, and the artifacts
and the documents, on the other side happens. This setting can be a desktop that has a
computer and some documents on it. It can also be a room where people activities occur, this
room can contain different kinds of artifacts that assist reading, beside the artifacts there are
some paper and/or digital documents. The setting can be a whole building where different
kinds of interactions with documents are performed. One example can be a hospital, there
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the documents are the patients’ records and the users are the hospital stuff. All these kinds of
settings have something in common, which is documents, artifacts and users.

Figure 18: Setting is a Desktop

Figure 19: Setting is a Room

Figure 20: Setting is a Hospital
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In this release of PDC I focus on reading and writing, but I do not put much focus on the user
interaction. I limit the scope to few kinds of interaction to keep the PDC simple and easy to
implement, as well to avoid a repeated office-automation problem. I see a chance for office
automation problem because many kinds of user interactions are hard to be implemented as
accountable features.
In the PDC, the “setting” object is the super-type of the PDC standard and it is the container
of all other PDC objects.

Figure 21: Setting lies on top of PDC hierarchy
The setting can be accessed by its contained elements or by another setting. Therefore the
setting has an ID that is used for Identification and this ID is inherited from the PdcRoot
element. PdcRoot is used for specifying main and common properties of PDC objects.

Figure 22: PDC Root
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The setting is owned by one or more users and the owners are defined by the PdcOwner
object. This object is also inherited from the PdcRoot. The owner shipment of the setting can
be moved from one owner to another. This requires some management of the users, for
example one rule can be making the owner as the only user that is authorized of managing
her ownership. The following figure shows the explicit and implicit owner shipment.

Figure 23: Basic owner shipment

Figure 24: Implied and basic owner
shipment
The setting has a location and this location is used for locating the setting in the real world.
Also location is used as a reference for the objects in the setting. The location can be
implemented by the WCS (World Cartesian System) or can be left empty, so the PDC does
not bother with locating the setting or the objects contained in it. The location is
implemented using the PdcLocation object, this object is inherited from the PdcRoot.
The containment is defined using a relation-object, this object is used for specifying the
container and the contained objects. It is implemented using PdcContains.

Figure 25: Setting contains documents
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EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcSetting;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
Location
Contains

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcDocument;

ENTITY
END_ENTITY

2.1.2

PdcObject;

PdcSetting;

Document:

Document is a written or printed paper or a digital file that contains information. [18]
Paper documents have physical placement and this placement can be specified in
different ways. The conceptual way is the most common one, it uses the world concepts to
locate documents. E.g. the document is lying on the desktop. The physical placement can
also be implemented using LCS (Local Coordination System) and with this we can specify
an exact spatial location of the document.
The digital documents have virtual placement where the document is represented as a
file that is located on computer, or computing device. Documents can also be located on a
server or a web link. Users use the document location to access it, and if the document
location was missing the document and its information are inaccessible.
The document has an ID, owner and a life-phase. These concepts are implemented using
PdcID, PdcOwner and PdcLifePhase respectively. The document is composed of sheets, in
the PDC the document is the container object of the sheets. The containment is implemented
using the PdcContains object that specifies the containing object, PdcDocument here, and the
contained objects, one or more of PdcSheet. The contained object can refer to the containing
object using the PdcIsContainedBy. Here the document uses PdcIsContainedBy to define the
setting.

Figure 26: Setting contains documents
Each document can be linked to any other object in the PDC. When the document is linked
to another document they can point on each other or synchronize contents. This is important
20

when synchronizing the contents of digital and paper documents. The linking is performed
using the PdcLinkedTo object.

Figure 27: Linking two documents together
The PDC treats the digital and physical documents in the same way, they can be accessed,
modified or trashed. A property is used for defining weather the document is a paper or
digital, this property carries one value of “Tangible”, “Physical”, “Undefined”.

Figure 28: Tangible and digital documents are treated in the same way
We use document-order property to represent documents that are on top of other documents.
Usually the documents on top are more related to the activities on documents.

Figure 29: Documents order
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Document content-change is monitored using a property called change. With this property
date and time of last document update are saved. In the coming releases of PDC this property
can hold more information about the change, for example the place of change, the
responsible user.
The “domain” property is used for specifying the type of the document. A document can
be a book, map, sketch, etc. This is useful for determining the way of treating the document
and its objects. For example when the document domain is map then the document is
represented as images with some labels, the location of labels on the map is important as it
refers to names of streets and places. In this case the application might focus on getting the
location of the labels on the map. But in the case of a written document the application does
not really need to invest time in getting the detailed location of each and every word in text.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcDocument;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Contains
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcSheet;
: OPTIONAL PdcSetting;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
PdcStatus;
Change
Order
TangibleOrPhysical
ENTITY
PdcDocument;
END_ENTITY

2.1.3

: OPTIONAL PdcChange;
: OPTIONAL PdcSheet;
: OPTIONAL PdcTangibleOrPhysical;

Sheet:

The sheet is a flat or very shallow, usually rectangular, piece of paper serving as a basic
article for text and handwritten or printed objects.[18]
The sheet is one page of a document, the document can be composed of one or several
sheets.

Figure 30: Document and sheets
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The sheet is located in a document and the sheet location is related to the document location.
In the case of physical documents sheets are spatially located in the document, where each
sheet is located inside the physical document. And in the case of digital documents each
sheet is located at some point of text inside the document file.
Each sheet has an owner. The owner shipment of the sheet is usually inherited from the
document. The sheet can be also owned by another user, e.g. when ripping one sheet on your
notebook and passing it to a work colleague, this sheet can be a design of some system or
written work-related task.
The sheet has properties that carry sheet’s ID, change-history, order and life-phase. All
these properties are implemented in the same way as with document. Beside that the sheet
has a property that holds the type of the sheet. The sheet can be one of, but not limited to,
cover, index, table of content and document-body.
The sheet is a part of a document. This document can belong to a wide range of domains
as book, map, sketch, etc. This is implemented using a property that is called domain, this
property holds the value of the domain that the sheet
belongs to, and the sheet inherits its domain from its
containing document. This enriches documents
implementation with PDC, as the system can determine
basic features of sheet as the user does when she uses a
document.
Sheets are usually flat and rectangle but sometimes
they take different shapes as with tickets beside. The
shape of the sheet and its size, are saved in a property Figure 31: Paper can have custom shapes
called shape. This property is implemented using the
object PdcShape, and with it we can treat custom shapes
and sizes of sheets.
The sheet can be linked to another sheet
in its domain, physical or digital. As well it
can be linked to another object depending
on user’s preference and customization.
The sheet is contained by a document
and the sheet by itself contains the layers of
text and other objects. The containment is
implemented using PdcIsContainedBy and
PdcContains respectively.
Figure 32: Document contains sheets
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcSheet;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
Contains
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcLayer;
: OPTIONAL PdcDocument;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY

PdcStatus;
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Change
Order
Domain
Type
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

2.1.4

: OPTIONAL PdcChange;
: OPTIONAL PdcOrder;
: OPTIONAL PdcDomain;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
PdcSheet;

Layer:

The Layer is a single thickness of a material covering a surface or forming an overlying part
or segment. [18] In our case I would define the layer as an overlying segment of the sheet. A
sheet of paper can be composed of one or several layers. Layers are stacked, in order, to
form the sheet and they are usually transparent.

Figure 33: Layers stack to compose the sheet
The layer has the same location of its containing sheet. The thickness of the layer is set to be
null but stills the layers are treated to be above each others. This is just a mater of ordering
content of different layers in the aspect of which are on top of which. In this way the topmost
layer is not covered by any other layer and as a result all of its content is displayed on top.
The case of other layers is different as their content might be covered by the content of other
layers.

Figure 34: Contents of top layers can block content of lower layers
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The layer has an ID, owner, change-history, life-phase, domain and shape specification. This
is implemented in the same way as with documents and sheets. The domain, owner and
shape of the layer are inherited of its sheet and this can be changed by the owner of the sheet.
The layer can be linked to another layer or object on another document. This is important
to support interaction because the reader can select the layer by clicking on the white area of
that layer. It is important to note that layer’s link works only in the white space of the layer
not in the area that contains objects. If the user selects an object in that layer and that object
was linked then the layer’s link will be ignored and the liking will be done through that
object.
The layer is contained by a sheet, and the layer by itself contains areas. This is
implemented by PdcIsContainedBy and PdcContains respectively.

Figure 35: Sheet contains layers
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcLayer;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
Contains
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcArea;
: OPTIONAL PdcSheet;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
Change
Order
Domain
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

2.1.5

PdcStatus;
: OPTIONAL PdcChange;
: OPTIONAL PdcOrder;
: OPTIONAL PdcDomain;
PdcLayer;

Area:

The area is a quantity expressing the size of a part of a surface. [18]
In the PDC each layer is composed of areas, these areas include the actual content of the
document. The area can hold text, images, tables etc. Areas have different shapes and sizes
and they lay on a layer. Each area contains one or several objects. The area can have the
same location of its containing layer or can be located at some other point on the layer.
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Figure 37: Locations of areas on
layer
Figure 36: Areas on layer
Each area can have one or several neighboring areas. A neighboring area can be located
above, below, left or right of the area. IsBelow, IsAbove, LeftOf and RightOf properties are
used for specifying the neighboring areas.

Figure 38: Neighboring areas
Each area has an ID, owner, a domain and change-history. This is implemented in the same
way as with document, sheet and layer. The owner, domain and change-history are inherited
from the containing layer by default.
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Each area can be linked to another area or object. The area is contained by a layer and
each area can contain lines of text, tables, images, margins or annotations.

Figure 39: Area contains several kinds of objects
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcArea;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
Contains
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo
IsAbove
IsBelow
OnLeftOf
OnRightOf

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcObject;
: OPTIONAL PdcLayer;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcLayer;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcLayer;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcLayer;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcLayer;

ENTITY
Change
Domain
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

2.1.6

PdcStatus;
: OPTIONAL PdcChange;
: OPTIONAL PdcDomain;
PdcArea;

Lines of text:

The lines of text hold the actual text of the document. It can contain any kind of characters,
not mixed or mixed with numbers and symbols.
Lines object is contained by an area, it has the same location of its containing area and
inherits its owner from it. Lines object also has an ID and change-history, it can be linked to
any other object just as with HTML tags.
The main property of the lines object is “text” which holds text. There is also a textformat property that specifies text font, size, color and direction.

Figure 40: Area and Lines
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EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcLines;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcArea;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
Change

: OPTIONAL PdcChange;

PdcStatus;

ENTITY
PdcStyle;
Text
TextFormat
ENTITY
PdcLines;
END_ENTITY

2.1.7

: OPTIONAL PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcTextFormat;

Image:

The image is piece of graphic that is located on a sheet of paper or digital document. In our
case each image lies on an area of a sheet or of a layer on that sheet.
The image inherits its location and owner from the containing area. The shape has a
rectangular shape that has the same dimension of its containing area. In the future releases of
the PDC the image can have a custom shape and this enables more flexibility and saves
space used for saving the image in PDC.

Figure 41: Area and contained image
The image has change-history property and this property is restricted to place, remove or
resize an image. Image editing is not supported in this release of PDC.
Each image has an Id and a label. The Id is used by the PDC and is not shown on the
document, on the other hand the label is placed somewhere next to the image.
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Figure 42: Area and contained image
Each image is contained by an area, and each area can contain only one image on it. If there
were a need to place more than one image they must be placed on different areas, no matter
how close are they.
An image can be linked to almost any other object in the same or different document.
Typical scenario for this is to click on an image to show a larger view of it.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcImage;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: OPTIONAL PdcArea;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
Change

: OPTIONAL PdcChange;

ENTITY
Label
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

2.1.8

PdcStatus;
PdcStyle;
: OPTIONAL PdcLabel;
PdcImage;

Table:

A table is a mode of visual communication that maps the logical structure of a set of data
into a hierarchical matrix. [17]
The table is composed of rows and columns. To make dealing with table easier the table
is assumed to contains only rows and each row contains one or more columns or cells. This
is a well know notation and used with HTML and RTF technologies. [19]
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Figure 43: Table representation in PDC
Each cell contains lines-object that is used for entering text in it. In future releases of PDC
the cell can be extended to contain images and child tables. Each cell in the table can be
linked to another object. The table itself can be also linked to another object.
Each table has an ID and change-history. And it inherits its owner, location and shape
from its containing area.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcTable;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
IsContainedBy
Contains
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: OPTIONAL PdcArea;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcRow;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
Change

: OPTIONAL PdcChange;

PdcStatus;

ENTITY
Label
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

2.1.9

PdcStyle;
: OPTIONAL PdcLabel;
PdcTable;

Row:

The row is a line of a table and it contains the cells that form the columns.
The row inherits its owner and location from its containing table. It has a life-phase that
represents the status of the row in case of being active or inactive, etc.
Each row has an ID, location, shape, life-phase, and change-history. The row inherits its
owner from its table. The row is contained by a table, and the row itself contains cells. The
cells hold the actual content of the table. As other objects, the row can be linked to almost
any other object in its document or in another document.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcRow;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
Location

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;

PdcObject;
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Shape
IsContainedBy
Contains
IsLikedTo
ENTITY
Change
ENTITY
Label
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: OPTIONAL PdcTable;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcCell;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

PdcStatus;
: OPTIONAL PdcChange;
PdcStyle;
: OPTIONAL PdcLabel;
PdcRow;

2.1.10 Cell:
The cell refers to one rectangle of a table, the row contains the cell and the cell is used for
holding text. The cell can be linked to almost any other object in its document or in another
document.
Each cell has an ID, label, life-phase, location and change-history. It inherits its owner
from its containing row.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcCell;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
IsContainedBy
Contains
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: OPTIONAL PdcRow;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
Change

: OPTIONAL PdcChange;

ENTITY
Label
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

PdcStatus;
PdcStyle;
: OPTIONAL PdcLabel;
PdcCell;

2.1.11 Annotation:
Annotation is a note, summary, or commentary on some section of a document. The
annotation usually lies somewhere next to text on a white space of the document.
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Figure 44: Annotations in the margins of document
The annotation is important to extend the information in a document and it refers to a
specific text or object in that document. The annotation can be also linked to another object
in the same or another document, by this linking the reader can relate information together.

Figure 45: Annotation can be a web link
Each annotation has an ID, owner, location, change-history and life-phase. In this release of
PDC the shape of the annotation is supposed to be rectangular, and it is treated as a text or an
image, as with handwritten annotation.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcAnnotation;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Owner
LifePhase

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
: OPTIONAL PdcLifePhase;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
IsContainedBy
Contains
IsLikedTo

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: OPTIONAL PdcArea;
: SET [0:?] OF PdcObject;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

ENTITY
Change
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

PdcStatus;
: OPTIONAL PdcChange;
PdcAnnotation;

2.1.12 Margin:
Margin is the blank space bordering the written or printed area on a page. [18]
The margin is important because it is usually the largest white space in document, and it
is used for comments and annotations of readers.
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Figure 46: Areas on the layer
Each margin has an ID and an owner. It can be located at the edge or the border of a
document and it has a rectangular shape. The margin is contained by an area and can be
linked to almost any other object in its document or another document.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY
ENTITY
ID
Owner

PdcMargin;
PdcRoot;
: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
Location
Shape
IsContainedBy
IsLikedTo
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcLocation;
: OPTIONAL PdcShape;
: OPTIONAL PdcArea;
: OPTIONAL PdcObject;

PdcMargin;

2.1.13 Text:
A text is an alphanumeric string of characters which is intended to be read and understood by
a human being. It is for information purposes only. [20]
EXPRESS Specification:
TYPE

PdcText;

END_TYPE
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2.1.14 Number:
An alphanumeric string of characters which is intended to be read and understood by a
human being and it is for information purposes only.
EXPRESS Specification:
TYPE

PdcNumber;

END_TYPE

2.1.15 Shape:
Shape is an object that is used for defining the shape of a specific object in the PDC
standard. The shape is composed of points that represent the corners of a polygon. The shape
itself maintains the number of points and their coordinates and
uses them to represent the shape of an object.

Figure 47: Representation of shapes
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcShape;

ENTITY
ID

PdcRoot;
: OPTIONAL PdcID;

ENTITY
PdcObject;
PointsCount
Point
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcNumber;
: SET [3:?] OF PdcPoint;

PdcShape;

2.1.16 Location:
This object is used for representing the location of other objects. The location can be
physical or virtual. In the case of physical location, the object can be located on another
object, e.g. a sheet of paper lies on a table. It can also be located using WCS (World
Cartesian System) in the same way as with GPS (Global Positioning System) devices.
In the case of virtual location, the object can be a data file that is located somewhere on a
local computer or on the internet.
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EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcOwner;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
WCS-Coordinates
LocatedOver
Link-to-file
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;

PdcOwner;

2.1.17 Owner:
The owner is the user or the application with property and full control of a specific object.
The owner shipment can be specified for almost all objects in the PDC, each object inherits
its owner from the containing object. In some case the owner of an object can be different
from the owner of its container.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcOwner;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Person
Application
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;

PdcOwner;

2.1.18 Life-phase
Life-phase is an enumeration that holds the value of the current status of an object. Its value
can be on of, but not limited to “active”, “not active”, “read-only” and “deleted”.

2.1.19 Change-history:
The change-history holds the time stamp of the last change of an object. It also has some
information about the user or application that did the modification. The change-history is
important for documents content synchronization. It can show which object was changed in
the document, so the other document just has to update that section instead of updating the
whole document.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcChange;

ENTITY
PdcRoot;
ID
Date
User
Application
ENTITY
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
: OPTIONAL PdcText;

PdcChange;

2.1.20 Object:
The PdcObject is a general super-type for many objects in PDC. When an object kind is not
determined the PdcObject can refer to it. It is important to notice that the PdcObject can only
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replace some objects. These objects are shown in the PdcObject class and they are sup-types
of PdcObject.
One scenario is to make one to one relation between PdcArea and an object inside it.
There is some uncertainty since PdcArea can contain several objects. In this case the
PdcObject is used as a super-type and it can be replaced with one of the objects that fit into
the PdcArea.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcObject;

ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (PdcSetting, PdcDocument, PdcSheet, PdcLayer, PdcArea
PdcImage, PdcTable, PdcAnnotation, PdcMargin);
: OPTIONAL PdcText;
ObjectType
ENTITY
PdcRoot;
: OPTIONAL PdcID;
ID
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
Owner
ENTITY
PdcObject;
END_ENTITY

2.1.21 Root:
The PdcRoot is the most abstract class of all PDC entity definitions. PdcRoot is the common
super-type of all PDC entities.
EXPRESS Specification:
ENTITY

PdcRoot;

ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (PdcObject);
ID
Owner
ENTITY
PdcRoot;
END_ENTITY

: OPTIONAL PdcID;
: OPTIONAL PdcOwner;
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3 CHAPTER 3: IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 PDC & Interoperability:
The implementation of PDC includes three main systems and one server. One system is a
Web Browser, the other system is an Anoto Pen and Papers, and the third system is a GPS
enabled mobile phone.

3.1.1 DigiWood Browser
I have developed this browser and I call it DigiWood. This browser works as any other
internet browser like Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. What is special with DigiWood
is the ability of editing web pages directly inside the browser. The user can add comments
and modify contents of web pages. These modifications are saved in the user’s profile, in the
PDC Server, and are loaded each time the user logs in into DigiWood.
The user can accept the modifications of a web page and make them permanent, as well,
she can reject the modifications and get the original web page.

Figure 48: DigiWood Browser
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3.1.2 Anoto Pen & paper
The Anoto Pen is used for writing on Anoto paper and is connected to the computer. The
Anoto will be used for implementing advanced kinds of interaction. E.g. cutting a paper
document into two pieces while synchronizing its contents with a digital document.

Figure 49: Cutting a bill into two pieces and make this action recognized by computer
Another application with Anoto is filling forms on paper and transferring results to
computer. In this case the Anoto paper will have some hot-areas, these areas are set to
unchecked, or null, by default. If the pen makes a mark in one of these areas then this area
will be considered to be checked.

Figure 50: Using Anoto paper to fill interactive forms
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3.1.3 DigiWood Mobile
The cell phone will access the PDC server using a special application. This application
allows allow the cell phone to share and make updates on documents. The application that
runs on the cell phone, DigiWood Mobile, is similar to DigiWood Browser. DigiWood
Mobile is rather limited because of the display size, CPU power and other limitations with
the cell phone.

Figure 51: DigiWood Mobile Browser
DigiWood browser, Anoto pen and DigiWood mobile are interconnected on request with
each others. Actually they are all connected to the PDC Server which is used for sharing
documents and managing contents.
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Figure 52: PDC server connected with DigiWood browser, Anoto and DigiWood Mobile
All PDC objects are manipulated inside the PDC server and are used as a standard for
sharing objects between different systems. Objects in different systems are treated in the
same way. For example documents in DigiWood Browser, Anoto and DigiWood Mobile are
implemented using PdcDocument object. Of course each document will have different
properties, depending on document it represents. Nevertheless all instances of PdcDocument
are processed and represented, inside the PDC Server, in the same way. And this is the main
benefit of having the PDC, the standard implementation!!

Figure 53: Synchronized documents can exchange their elementary objects
The PDC allows user or application to access and share a tiny part of a document. Thanks for
XML and HTTP standards that allow systems to share structured data via internet. PDC
objects are compatible with XML and HTTP and they can be sent via internet from one
system to another. Since PDC has a structure for documents and their contents it allows
access for any element in the document. For example, a user is using a document and an
Anoto Pen. The document is synchronized with a document viewed by the DigiWood
Browser. She writes some text with the Anoto pen, and from time to time she asks the Anoto
pen to transfer its content to the DigiWood browser. The browser considers the changes that
are made by the Anoto Pen and update the document.
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As the modification can be made to small part of the document, the systems do not need to
keep passing the whole document each time a change occurs. Instead they can share only the
object that was changed. For instance, if she wrote a new line on the document then she
wanted to apply the changes to the digital document she doesn’t need to send the whole
document, she just needs to send the line that was changed. Using the PDC this can be done
easily because the lines of text are implemented with PdcLines, and with PDC both the
DigiWood Browser and Anoto recognize PdcLines. This allows the two systems to share,
efficiently, the text that has been updated. The same thing applies to all objects in PDC. For
instance images, tables and annotations, in synchronized documents, can be updated
separately.

3.2 Online Webpage Editing:
The current internet browsers allow the user to surf the internet and access huge amount of
information from the whole world. These browsers do not allow the user to modify the
content of webpages. To be more accurate I have to mention that some services like wiki’s
allow users to edit some text on the wiki’s portal, but this is not available for many sites and
modifications are saved in the online document. It is clear that there is a problem that
appears when a user wants to modify the content of a webpage. Examples are adding
comments or related links, also summarizing articles and removing extra or offensive
information from specific webpages. The implementation of this will be done by allowing
the user to add and remove text and objects from webpages. When the user visits a modified
website she will see her modifications on the webpage. She also can accept the modifications
and make them permanent or revoke them and get the original website.
The DigiWood browser allows such kind of online editing. Using it the user can modify
the contents of almost any webpage. The DigiWood will require the user to log-in in order to
save her modifications for the next time she visits a web page. This feature is currently
implemented on few sites and is restricted to customize the personal home page, as with
Yahoo[21]. The user can log-in and customize the home page of yahoo so she get the
modified page whenever she signs in with her yahoo account. But with DigiWood browser
this is extended to include a wider range of web sites and to include modification of all
content of webpages.
There are several issues regarding online content editing. One important thing is the
dynamic content, since some information is related to databases and are generated
dynamically when the webpage is visited. This is solved with the DigiWood in a typical way,
the DigiWood browser treats content of webpages as if they were all static. It is only
concerned with how the page is viewed and it works with the displayed content of the
webpage. This is the same way that is used with webpage caching. [22] Most sites are
updated frequently, and one can wonder about the way the DigiWood handles updated
webpages. Will the browser view the original webpage and revoke all user modifications?
Will the browser ignore the webpage updates and show the old modified version of
webpage? Actually the DigiWood browser will allow the user to decide what to do herself.
By default the browser will view the original webpage when it is updated. At the same time
it will place small tags next to the modified contents, when the user clicks on one of these
tags she can see both the modified and the unmodified contents, and she will have the choice
herself weather to revoke modifications or to accept them. The way the DigiWood Browser
maintain contents is based on the PDC standard. Whenever a new webpage is visited the
browser parses this page and represents it using PDC objects. By this the browser gains
access to the very elementary objects of the webpage. Later when the user visits this page
again, the PDC compares the content of the webpage and the saved data about it. If an
element was updated the PDC server will display a tag next to that object. This tag will give
the user the option of viewing the new or the old version of the document. By this the user
will take full control over the modifications even if the webpage was updated.
A very important issue is the copyrights, many webpages are copyrighted and any
modification for these webpages can be considered as violence. But there is a huge amount
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of uncopyrighted pages on the internet. Beside that many copyrighted documents allow the
user to modify their contents if she was using them for herself. Therefore the DigiWood
browser will allow the user to modify the content of pages but it will restrict sharing of
copyrighted documents.

3.3 Implementation of PDC Server and the other systems:
3.3.1 PDC Server Implementation
PDC Server is built using Microsoft C#.NET. It uses socket connection to exchange
information with other systems. PDC Server is located on a web site and is accessible via
internet. DigiWood Browser and Anoto Pen access the PDC Server via the internet and they
exchange data in XML format, this data represent PDC objects and their properties. The
DigiWood Mobile uses cell phone network to connect to the PDC server and it exchanges
data in XML format.

3.3.2 DigiWood Browser Implementation
DigiWood Browser is implemented using Microsoft C#.NET and it uses XML and RTF. The
XML is used for exchanging objects with other systems. The RTF is used for formatting text
and make it appear in different colors, fonts and sizes. The RTF is also used for detecting the
format of objects in a web page. With RTF, DigiWood Explorer extracts the objects and
passes them through XML.

3.3.3 Anoto Pen
The Anoto pen connects to a computer via USB and it synchronizes its data with the
computer whenever it is connected to it. The Anoto pen uses XML to pass data to the
computer and the computer has a plug-in to make the Anoto pen communicate with PDC
server. The plug-in transforms the XML that is received from Anoto pen to another format
that is compatible with PDC Server.

3.3.4 DigiWood Mobile
DigiWood Mobile Browser is built using Symbian C++. It is implemented on a mobile
phone that is GPS enabled, in our case this phone was Motorola A925.
DigiWood Mobile is designed to consider the limitations of the mobile phone. The
mobile phone has a small display and low CPU and battery power, therefore DigiWood
mobile is a lightweight browser that has few buttons and does not make much processing on
the mobile phone. Instead the processing is done mostly on the PDC Server.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis I argue about having a standard within artifacts that work with paper augment
documents. I try to proof the urge of standardization by reviewing the emergence of the
artifacts. Since many of these artifacts came to bridge the paper-digital gap I give this gap
special focus. I try to specify the paper-digital-gap by studying the basic characteristics of
both paper and digital documents, and by comparing both kinds of documents in aspect of
what features they support and what features they don not support.
Understanding the context of paper digital gap is important because it relates directly to the
design considerations that were used to delivering these artifacts. By reviewing the design
considerations it appears that the artifacts were designed to bridge the paper-digital-gap in
the first hand. Apparently the focus on bridging the gap was on the cost of some important
features. Because making paper and digital documents work together not only means liking
them but also affording good level of interaction when several people work with augmentedpaper-and-digital-documents.
One can still wonder if current artifacts are standardized, others even suspect the need of
standardization. I simply say that the standard was not considered when the artifacts were
designed. But it is not that simple because the concept of the standard can differ and the
standard is not an accountable scale. Therefore I introduce the concept of the
interoperability. Interoperability has a good specification and can be better used as an
accountable scale.
It is also good to mention that the designer were aware about not replacing paper with digital
documents or the contrary. Many designers understood also the importance of avoiding the
one-way mapping from paper to digital artifacts and they focused on the informal factors.
Nevertheless this has nothing to do with making artifacts cooperate together. Cooperation
between artifacts is the implementation of the communication among several people when
they work on shared documents. And this goes beyond the informal factors of the traditional
paper-digital-gap, it broadens the concept of this gap to not only include several paper and
digital documents but also several documents that are used by a group of people. It goes
from simple interaction to cooperative interaction. In order to deliver artifacts it is essential
to consider:
•

Paper characteristics. The way it is being used and what does it afford and what it
does not.

•

Digital documents characteristics. And the way it is being used, what does it afford
and what it does not.

•

The digital nature of the artifacts. This is related to the continuous development of
the digital media. And this usually places limitation for features that paper supports.

•

The way the artifacts are being used and their target users.

The previous list takes us directly to the cooperation among the artifacts. The cooperation
can not be implemented by just performing the one-way mapping from paper to digital
domain. Instead, it needs deep understanding of paper, digital documents and the users.
I think it is important to stress on the changes that occur for the artifact when we use them to
bridge the paper-digital-gap. Initially we have paper and digital documents and these are our
artifacts, and when using the tools we usually try to augment paper to the digital domain, or
support paper by the digital media. The result of this augmentation is a new artifact or tool.
And this tool usually includes both paper and digital documents. But this tool inherits most
of its features from the digital domain, which places a default restriction for paper and for
paper support for interaction and cooperation. I call this digitization, or digital-domaindomination for paper. And in order to overcome this digitization we need to deeply
understand the features that are needed for our setting, and to inherit these features from
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paper and digital artifacts. This has to be done in a way that keeps the paper-digital-balance
in the resulting artifact.
I see a dilemma in the way we consider and try to bridge paper-digital-gap. This dilemma
has something to do with separating the design process from the development process. I see
eye to eye the importance of keeping the designer away from the limitations of the
development, because of the dilution that these limitations can place on the design. But this
does not decrease the value of the developing the product, and giving a feedback for the
designer about the design considerations. Unfortunately, one hardly can find a completeproduct among all those prototypes of artifact that bridge the paper-digital-gap. And this can
be crucial in an area as Ubiquitous Computing where we are supposed to focus on the
implementation. Also this can give an unclear picture of the artifacts and their shortcomings
and limitations they introduce. The lake of understanding of these limitations keeps us away
from some essential aspects as cooperation in practice.
What is interesting with PDC is the attempt to bridge the paper-digital-gap in a practical way
and the consideration of the cooperation between several users using several artifacts. With
the PDC I tried to clarify the characteristics of paper and digital documents, as well the
specification of the artifacts that were introduced to bridge the paper-digital-gap. I also
worked to have a roadmap for developing the artifacts. The PDC shows the lack of
standardization of the artifacts and it tries to solve this problem by introducing the standard
into the artifacts. Not to forget the implementations of the PDC. I use the implementation as
examples of artifacts that can cooperate. Of course the implementations were not complete
products but at least they are real applications that can work and there are not only
prototypes. For example the Digiwood Browser could surf the internet and present some
parts of the webpage using the PDC standard. As well the Anoto plug-in could analyze the
content of the Anoto paper document etc.
I think the implementation part is what qualified this thesis for the Sparbanksstiftelsen
Kronans Scholarship.[22]
PDC is still an early stage and it has many shortcomings. PDC requires the artifact to support
some kind of access in order to organize that access using the PDC. For example PDC does
not recognize a sheet of paper unless this sheet was supported by some kind digital tool as
Anoto pen. PDC has restricted support for user management. PDC in its current form
sacrifices the privacy in the benefit of the interaction. Also it does not consider social
protocol and conflict resolution which are required for supporting good level of user
management. PDC has to support the new and the upcoming media types, especially with the
continuous development of the digital media. As well, PDC has to afford some kind of
backward compatibility by using some plug-ins for the current artifacts that does not support
a specific standard.
There are other attempts for standardization of paper augmented artifacts as the IServer[13].
The IServer is in an advance stage of development when we compare it to the PDC. But so
far the IServer considers specific settings and builds artifacts them and I personally don not
see the interoperability side of the IServer. In this discussion I don not say that PDC is
superior to the IServer or the reverse, I just try to place the PDC in the context of the CSCW.
Before reaching the stage of using the PDC or the IServer as commercial products, they have
to be recognized by some international organization. I mention here the IAI, (International
Alliance of Interoperability).
PDC opens new forms of information interaction and publishing. For example, publishers
can leave some space of their books for readers for customization purposes. Readers can
have more flexibility if they could synchronize paper with digital documents, so they can
avoid editing same document twice.
Finally, PDC should not be seen as an end of a research project, but rather as a pioneer
attempt in a new research area.
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